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Taken together, "Kitty Lie Over" and "Deadly Buzz" are monumental, raising the bar for what an Irish traditional duet could be. 
Let the buzz on "Deadly Buzz" wing far and wide. As it does, I hope the duo of Mick O'Brien and Caoimhin O Raghallaigh 

will give some serious thought to coming to the U.S. for a tour, festival, or summer school. They are over-due here. 
[ Earle Hitchner, Irish Echo, August 2011 ]
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DEADLY BUZZ | AOIBHINN CRÓNÁN

Mick O'Brien & Caoimhín Ó Raghallaigh:
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An Buailteoir Aerach, The Enchanted Lady, The Holy Land
Ar Phósaís Fós?, The Surround, We'll Hunt the Wren, The New Way to Miltown
Denis Murphy's Quirky Fling, Jimmy Doyle's Polka, Port Mháirtín Shéamuis
Did You Wash Your Father's Shirt?, Paddy Cronin's Beauty
Dessie O'Connor's Páidín Ó Raifeartaigh, Cuilinn Uí Chaoimh, Kitty Come Down to Limerick
The Lass of Carracastle, The Morning Dew, Lad O'Beirne's Geese in the Bog
Donal a' Phumpa, A Denis Murphy Reel, Jack the Lighthouse
Aoibhinn Crónán, The Hopstores, Lily of the Valley
The Dublin Lads, The Taproom, The Liffey Banks
Gone for his Tea, The Humours of Derrykissane
A Curious Denis Murphy Jig, The Belles of Liscarroll
Farewell to Ireland, The Maid in the Cherry Tree, The Mistress of the House
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f i l e - u n d e r : { { { f o l k - i r i s h - t r a d i t i o n a l } } }

Tracks 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 recorded in An Draighean, Cúil Aodha
Tracks 2, 3, 11 recorded in Mick O'Brien's house

All tracks traditional arranged O'Brien / Ó Raghallaigh 
[ IMRO / RAAP ] with the exception of:
Aoibhinn Crónán, The Hopstores, Lily of 
the Valley all composed by Peadar Ó Riada
Gone for his Tea composed by Michael Tubridy
The Lass of Carracastle composed by Paddy Sweeney
Port Mháirtín Shéamuis composed by Máirtín Ó Fátharta
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Dedicated to the memory of Alain Froment

w w w . i r i s h m u s i c . n e t

Mick O'Brien plays 
Bb uilleann pipes (tracks 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12) 

Bb Burke whistle (tracks 5, 7, 9) 
and F flute (track 3)

Caoimhín Ó Raghallaigh plays 
hardanger fiddle (tracks 2, 3, 10, 12) 

fiddle (tracks 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11) 
and Bb whistle (tracks 5, 9)

Music is a strange thing.  It awakens emotions in me.  It takes me from sadness to happiness in seconds.  It helps me 
remember events in life that make a real difference and have a profound impact on me.  I love our music.  Years of playing 
and, more importantly, listening have enriched my life.

My musical journey starts at home where my father Dinny played music and regaled us with stories of learning his music from 
Bill Harte and Sonny Brogan, two great accordion players and rich sources of music.  They played with such legends as Sean Potts, 
John Kelly and Dessie O’Connor.  Many musicians were influenced by the enthusiasm of these great players.  The Liffey Banks, 
The Taproom, Did You Wash Your Fathers Shirt and Dessie’s version of Paidín Ó Raifeartaigh are gems from their repertoire. 

Apart from sessions and visiting musicians, radio and TV were also important at home.  Tony Mac Mahon was one of our 
heroes and I can still hear Tony’s powerful expressive rendition of The Morning Dew on one of his TV programmes.  I met 
Meaití Jó Shéamuis Ó Fátharta in Conamara in the mid 80’s and will never forget the generous way he shared his music, song 
and love of the Irish language with an enthusiastic learner like myself.  Meaití worked for Raidio na Gaeltachta and it was his 
uncle who composed and played the signature tune on the jews harp or “trumpa”.  Meaití calls the tune Port Mháirtín Shéamuis 
in memory of his uncle.

In the early 70’s I attended weekly piping meetings of Na Píobairí Uilleann with a great friend and piper, Dan O’Dowd.  Here 
the great pipers, Ennis, Clancy and Touhey were discussed and their music played and listened to.  I only met Willie Clancy once 
but I could listen to him playing An Buailteoir Aerach and The Dublin Lads forever.  Breanndán Breathnach was the cornerstone 
of NPU for me with his huge knowledge of Ceol na hÉireann and it was he who first began working on the manuscripts of 
Canon James Goodman.  Many years later Peter Browne introduced me to the Tunes Of The Munster Pipers collected by Goodman 
where we got Ar Phósais Fós?, The Surround, We’ll Hunt the Wren and The New Way to Miltown.

In 1987 I was fortunate to meet Alain and Daniele Froment.  Alain had a huge influence on my piping.  Through Alain I was 
fortunate to meet Tommy Reck, a true gentleman piper.  It was lovely to hear Tommy playing The Maid in the Cherry Tree 
and The Mistress of the House in his gentle musical style.

I consider myself very lucky to play music and to have met great characters on my travels.  Duet playing is special, and with 
Caoimhín the music flows freely and I find myself taking chances undercover, reacting to and interpreting what he might do 
with a phrase in a tune.  It feels as if we are travelling down the same nature trail but we see different colours. I love playing 
music with him.  Sit back and have a listen for yourself...

Mick O'Brien, June 2011

My parents have always loved music.  Living in Shannon in the Seventies, they made a weekly pilgrimage to hear Noel Hill 
and Tony Linnane play in Corofin (where they might well have heard Lad O'Beirne's Geese in the Bog).  By the time myself 
and my sister came along, they boasted a fine collection of LPs that formed the soundtrack to our childhood.  At the age of 
ten we were sent, unwillingly at first, to learn music, but before long, the bug had bitten.  

Michael Tubridy taught us whistle and flute and a love of the 'old' music: after learning a new tune each week (The Enchanted 
Lady or The Holy Land), he might play us a tape he himself had recorded of Denis Murphy, Josie McDermott, Willie Clancy 
and their likes.  I loved all the old Claddagh records, and his solo one, The Eagle's Whistle, was one of my favourites - from it 
come The Humours of Derrykissane and Gone for his Tea (Michael wrote the last tune himself - it's a real beaut!).

Through Michael, I got part-time work in the Irish Traditional Music Archives.  I spent some super summers listening to long-
lost tapes, discovering Jack the Lighthouse and his earthy fiddling, unearthing rakes of Denis Murphy tunes: Jigs, nameless or 
otherwise (The Belles of Liscarroll), a quirky Fling or two, and rhythmic reels like Donal a' Phumpa; and that lovely version 
Willie Clancy had of Kitty Come Down to Limerick.

I also worked awhile in the RTÉ Archives, going through old tapes of the Pure Drop for Tony Mac Mahon, from whence came 
that gorgeous reel from the great Paddy Cronin.  One of the great programmes Mac Mahon made was Listowel '73, full of wit 
and character.  Bare feet walking on chalked title credits, both Con Curtin and Paddy Cronin in fine fettle, and a powerful 
Farewell to Ireland played by Seán Keane and Paddy Glackin.  The final blast of music from Mac himself beats all, though, 
himself and the wild man of the giant tambourine.  

We recorded nearly all of this album in Peadar Ó Riada's kitchen in Cúil Aodha.  Peadar's music is something I wouldn't want 
to live without.  Aoibhinn Crónán, The Hopstores and Lily of the Valley are all to be found on his Amidst These Hills album, 
which is essential for everyone who needs music.  Deadly Buzz is both a Dublin saying and a dog-rough translation of Aoibhinn 
Crónán.

I have a cherished cassette in my top drawer: the piping concert at the 1991 Willie Clancy Week in Miltown Malbay.  "Mick 
O'Brien", "Seán Talty", "Ronan Browne" whispered into it with my wheezy little 11 year old voice.  We got washed out of it that 
first year, me and my Mam, our little tent pitched in a puddle.  The unending rain soaked every sock through, all our clothes 
and all our shoes, too, in much the same way that my boyhood brain soaked up the steady stream of music all week long, and 
left me longing for the Willie Week to wheel around again.  Some things never change!

Caoimhín Ó Raghallaigh, June 2011
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